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The Ninety-five Theses or Disputation on the Power of Indulgences is a list of propositions for an academic disputation
written in by Martin Luther, .. Painting of Martin Luther in monk's garb preaching and gesturing while a boy nails the.

But this treasure is naturally most odious, for it makes the first to be last. He later said he might not have
begun the controversy had he known where it would lead. He denies that the pope has any power over people
in purgatory in theses 25 and  Because love grows by works of love, and man becomes better; but by pardons
man does not grow better, only more free from penalty. And thus be confident of entering into heaven rather
through many tribulations, than through the assurance of peace. This seems to refer to his being free from the
scholastic theology which he had argued against earlier that year. Nor are they the merits of Christ and the
Saints, for even without the pope, these always work grace for the inner man, and the cross, death, and hell for
the outward man. Nevertheless, this event and the results of it are what lead to the Protestant Reformation. We
say, on the contrary, that the papal pardons are not able to remove the very least of venial sins, so far as its
guilt is concerned. The pope can only announce God's forgiveness of the guilt of sin in his name. In the Name
our Lord Jesus Christ. They should be taught that giving to the poor is incomparably more important than
buying indulgences, that buying an indulgence rather than giving to the poor invites God's wrath, and that
doing good works makes a person better while buying indulgences does not. But he who guards against the
lust and license of the pardon-preachers, let him be blessed! Peter with his own money, rather than with the
money of poor believers? On the other hand, the treasure of indulgences is naturally most acceptable, for it
makes the last to be first. Here he begins to use the phrase, "Christians are to be taught It was customary when
proposing a disputation to have the theses printed by the university press and publicly posted. The preachers
have been promoting indulgences as the greatest of the graces available from the church, but they actually
only promote greed. The power which the pope has, in a general way, over purgatory, is just like the power
which any bishop or curate has, in a special way, within his own diocese or parish. The imperfect health [of
soul], that is to say, the imperfect love, of the dying brings with it, of necessity, great fear; and the smaller the
love, the greater is the fear. Christians are to be exhorted that they be diligent in following Christ, their Head,
through penalties, deaths, and hell;  Therefore the treasures of the Gospel are nets with which they formerly
were wont to fish for men of riches. How should he answer those who ask why the pope does not simply
empty purgatory if it is in his power? It seems unproved, either by reason or Scripture, that they are outside the
state of merit, that is to say, of increasing love.


